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Let’s get straight to it as the market has pretty much only two options left: either minute-c of minor-4 (see Figure 
1A) is underway targeting as low as SPX2413 or major 3 topped, 30p short of the ideal SPX2485 -2500 target zone 

(see Figure 1B). This top can then either be counted as a regular impulse or the larger ending diagonal I’ve shown 
for some time now (Figure 2, next page). Hence, it’s now 2:1 for the bears EW-count wise and thus things are getting 

very dicey.  

The minor-4 count has this then as (another) irregular flat-correction, with the 161.8% extension at SPX2413. We 

have the short term S/R zone at SPX2419-2412 (Fig 1A) and below that and SPX2407-2404 is next (dotted purple line 
and upper end green S/R zone Fig 1B) 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min chart: Minor-4. SPX 60-min chart: minor-a of intermediate-a of major-4 underway 
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All TIs on the daily chart of the S&P500 are now firmly on a sell, and want to see lower prices. The chart sports the 
EDT and EDTs are often fully and swiftly retraced to their origin. If this is the case then we’re look at SPX2345-2277 

for all of major-4, which fits well with the 2322/2329 lows made in March/April (see Figure 2: Fib-retraces). The 200d 
SMA will  have caught up to those levels by then as well and should provide support at such a wave-degree. Price has 

now dropped below the lower green trendline of the EDT as well as below the 20d SMA. Hence, the red trendline 
and 50d SMA (SPX2415, 2405; respectively) are next logical targets. The daily bollinger bands are very tight: a big 

move is coming. To play devils advocate, the EDT could be in wave-d instead, overlap with wave-a (SPX2406; e.g. 
find support at ~50d SMA (blue arrow; parrel to upper green trendline) and then reverse for the final e-wave. But 

given where TECH is (see Fig. 3) and what the charts tell us now I find this thesis less likely.  

Figure 2. S&P500 daily chart: possible larger EDT count, TIs are on sell, price losing 1st SMA and trendline support. 
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The NDX (and COMPQ) only retraced the prior early-June decline partially, strongly suggesting a b-wave. Price should 
now be in minor-c of intermediate-iv with an ultimate target of $5600-$5400 (23.6-38.2% retraces). The former fits 

with the c=a extension, the later with a c=1.618x a extension ☺ In addition, both are good support levels, based on 
prior price action as well as the two black uptrend lines. Price closed below the 50d SMA, which is bearish and the 

bollinger bands are starting to expand with price at the lower band: weakness. All TIs are firmly pointing down, 
wanting to see lower price. $5600 is logically next. 

Figure 3. NDX daily chart: Counts now best as minor-b of intermediate-iv underway. 
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Last week the McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) started to point down, but 
remained on a buy. I advised that it was thus “Time to get cautious”; and today the SPX-SI gave a sell as market 

breadth continues to deteriorate ending today at -41. The CPCE on the other hand ended at 0.60 today, which is a 
surprisingly low reading: many traders still betting on more upside, which the SPX-SI’s sell signal does not support.  

Figure 3. SPXSI gave a sell signal today, sell/short it is. 

 

In conclusion: The market is now at a serious cross roads: either minor-4 is still underway or major-3 topped 

prematurely. The 2nd alternate (underdog) is that wave-d of a larger than expected EDT is now underway, and 
wave-e to my ideal SPX2485-2500 target zone is to follow. However, for now that’s ONLY a possibility as the reality 

is what the daily charts tell us now; and they say the S&P500 and NDX look weak and bleak with TI sell signals 
abundant; as well as now an SPX-SI sell signal due to continued negative market breadth. These charts thus tell 

us to expect lower prices going forward and support is now at SPX2415-2405. Below SPX2405 and 2390 is next. 
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